
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: Why We Gather, Grace-Filled Accountability 
Sermon Title: “Showing Up to Serve” 
Sermon Text: Luke 22:24-27 
Listener’s Journey: I want my listener to see Christ’s framework of servanthood as foundational to the 
human experience and be drawn to the benefits of creating personal cultures of servanthood in every 
area of their lives: a heightened sense of purpose, greater connectedness to others, and to be a healing 
presence in the world.  	
 
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
What makes this teaching of Jesus so brilliant is that Jesus didn’t tell his disciples to stop wanting to be 
great. To say that would be to deny a primal human impulse. And, to have said “don’t seek to be great” to 
his first followers may have under-cut the courage they needed to face the unthinkable odds that lie 
ahead of them in bringing Christ’s message to the world. Instead of removing greatness, Jesus’ angle on 
greatness, and on leadership greatness was a simple and profound re-framing of what greatness really 
is. To Jesus, any race to the top must be simultaneously a race to the bottom. Said another way, any 
path of ascent to leadership and power is to be grounded in a path of descent to humility and service.  
 
In the first century, the leadership models of religion and politics were stuck in the classic hierarchical 
frame they most always get stuck in: Emperors, Monarchs and Magistrates “lording” their will over others 
and thinking of themselves as “benefactors” when in fact they were conscripting their citizens to do the 
leader’s will. Jesus flipped the whole construct on its head in saying “the greatest among you should be 
like the youngest, and the one who rules like the one who serves.”  
 
** 
There is something curious about Jesus’ saying “…the greatest among you should be like the youngest.” 
The meaning of that is difficult to grasp in our culture that worships youthfulness and largely dismisses 
people in their older age. In the first century, and as with some cultures around the world today, older 
people were prized for their life experiences and wisdom, and it was the explicit role of the younger to 
serve the older. In saying that those in charge are to be like the youngest Jesus was challenging 
something beyond roles, he was challenging the larger idea of power and authority. So, in a sense, Jesus 
addressed the entire leadership system across age and status by pointing out that the role of any leader 
in any position is to be the helping hand, the attentive listener, the person who is present and available. 
This is the part of servanthood that connects us more meaningfully to one another. If we are willing to 
create and maintain a culture of servanthood wherever we go, we are actually creating a culture of 
connectedness. This is true because the attentive person is the connected person.  

 
For those with spouses and/or children, the opportunity and crucible is most often in our very own homes. 
And, the moment of truth is when we walk in the door. Are we present and available? Or, distracted and 
unavailable? This has been learning space for me. I have always had a full schedule and tend to move in 
the world like a whirlwind. Not a good match for bringing peace into the house at the end of the day! 
Sometimes I have come blasting into the house talking loudly on my cell phone. Other times I was so 
overwhelmed and grouchy that my wife Holly simply asked me to come back at a later time when I wasn’t 
such a jerk!  
 
I really have had to work on what call “the entry problem.” We made an agreement that neither of us will 
be talking on the phone when arriving home. If necessary, finish the call in the car. For several years I 
placed a laminated card on the dash of my car that had several points of reminders about my arrival at 
home: “Be calm. Be available. Remember what gives Holly peace and energy is…” The card was what I 
needed to have a posture of being present and attentive to my family when I walked into the house.  
 



What about you? How do you arrive home? If you do not have children, or you are single and your arrival 
with others is in different spaces—how do you arrive? What is your posture when you arrive? The servant 
posture serves to connect us to one another. 
 
** 
Jesus, Emmanuel, God incarnate and God with us said, “I am among you as one who serves.” 
Throughout the sweep of the gospel biographies we see that Jesus: 

 
• Served his family and cultural heritage: Often, the first place Jesus would go as he entered a town 

was the local synagogue. He would teach, heal, and bless the people. The scriptures say very little 
about the siblings of Jesus but the obedience of Jesus to his parents as a child and his care for his 
mother even on the cross are proof of his concern for his family. 

• Jesus was a servant to the powerful, rich and the learned. Jesus took meetings, attended weddings, 
healed the children of military leaders, and even spoke at banquets of the wealthy and influential. 
Jesus’ teaching had mixed results at this level of society and yet it did take root in the lives of some.  

• Jesus was a servant and would often place special emphasis on the poor, the disabled, the diseased, 
and the outcast. Jesus possessed deep concern for the lowest rung of society. He went out of his 
way to spend time with these dear ones, and performed miracles that afforded them the opportunity 
to be reconnected to their communities.  

 
It is important that we look at the way Jesus moved in the world and envision ourselves doing the same 
in our own unique and creative way. It is essential that we look for ways to serve our family and cultural 
heritage, the powerful and rich, and especially the marginalized. And, we are to serve everyone, even if 
the expressions of servanthood are very different for different kinds of settings and people. Jesus showed 
us, while we are to serve all, there is no one size fits all version of servanthood.  

 
For instance, when conflicts such as what took place in Charlottesville, Virginia last weekend arise and 
spark a national debate that forces everyone to ask “who will you side with,” that the Christ follower must 
always side with the path of love for all and supremacy for none. And, at the same time we are to find 
creative ways to serve everyone, including the white soul who, as African American civil rights icon Ruby 
Sales said recently, is having a crisis of meaning and doesn’t know how to move in the world. In an 
interview Ruby Sales said: 

 
…there’s a spiritual crisis in white America. It’s a crisis of meaning….we talk a lot about black 
theologies, but I want a liberating white theology. I want a theology that speaks to Appalachia. I 
want a theology that begins to deepen people’s understanding about their capacity to live fully 
human lives and to touch the goodness inside of them, rather than call upon them — the part of 
themselves that’s not relational. Because there’s nothing wrong with being European-American; 
that’s not the problem. It’s how you actualize that history and how you actualize that reality. It’s 
almost like white people don’t believe that other white people are worthy of being redeemed…So 
as a black person, I want a theology that gives hope and meaning to people who are struggling to 
have meaning in a world where they no longer are as essential to whiteness as they once were.1 

** 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 

1. Please describe a time where someone else served you in a meaningful way. (Personal sharing) 
 

2. Reflect upon the idea that the Creator of the Universe has chosen servanthood as a key part of 
the human experience. (Exploring the text) 

 
3. What are the various areas of your life and what would it look like to create a culture of 

servanthood in each space? (Direct application) 

																																																								
1 https://onbeing.org/programs/ruby-sales-where-does-it-hurt-aug2017/ (accessed 8-19-17) 


